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Atmosphere!
urrounded by a pristine sandy

JUST VEG redefines contemporary

turquoise lagoon, Atmosphere

non-meat cuisine by experimenting
with original vegetarian recipes and
surprising fl avorcombinations.

beach and an expansive
Kanifushi Maldives is

a brand

new

As per Mr.Dinesh

Bhaskar,

- Sales & Marketing,
"Atmosphere Kanifushi Maldives is
ltuly Affordable & Luxurioud fhe
Director

premium All-lnclusive plan
Platinum Plus is a fantastic
holiday plan that allows

entry into the Maldives resort

segment. The resort is a
fusion of traditional and

customers to enjoy a true
tropical Beach holiday in the

modern architecture,

offering an overall
contemporary feel with a
Maldivian touch - privacy,

Exotic Maldives, totally
hassle-freet"
Every villa atAtmosphere

comfort for a well-deserved

Kanifushi Maldives spreads
idyllically along a two

holiday siesta. Opened in
December 2013, the resort's
key tag line is "Affordabre &

kilometer long, pristine
turquoise lagoon, offering
maximum privacy and a

Luxurious"l

The resort has
a u n iq uely

magnifi cent sunset view. Vast

introduced

living

exclusive Premium All-

s

paces with

plan Platinum
P lus, which covers

accentuating

approximately 90% of the
totalexpenses a client might

interiors, complemented by
breath-taking views of the
ocean, enhance the in-villa

incur during a beach holiday

experience.

lnclusive

150 detached Beach

experience in the Maldives.

in the

Mald ivia n

villas on the Sunset side of the island
are idyllic for both honeymooners and

spectacular and

Atmosp he re Kan if u sh i M ald ive s is

sparsely populated LhaviyaniAtoll (35
minutes by a Seaplane from Male'
Airport), lapped bythe azure waters of

the first resort under the umbrella of
Atmosphere Hotels & Resorfs . an

familiesalike.

brand.

So what are you waiting for?

AtmosPhere

Embtacing " At1 of Balance" as the key

Come and experience a fun-filled &

brand essence, Atmosphere finely
balances bliss, tranquility, fun and

like never before, with

value. Promoted and marketed

Atmosp he re Kan if u sh i M ald ive sl

Located

the lndian Ocear,

Kanifushi Maldives, is an elegant
entryJevel five star resort.

For the lndian

discerning traveler, one of

the biggest issues in

the
Maldives has always been the
lack of PURE Veg6tarian cuisine

as well as a variety of lndian -*
Cuisine. The resort has introduced

the FIRST "pure"

lndian Ocean resort

Eon

Resods

lrlts,l d

lves, Atmosph

pioneers

in

development within the

I

e

rc places

guests'emotions
firmly at its core,
crafting perfectly

Vegetarian

balanced, enriching

restaurant of the Maldives "Jusi

exPeriences that

vegetarian cuisine from the

their individual needs

vEG", serving delightful
Mediterranean, Arabic,
lndian regions along
with a special menu
specifically for Jain
Cuisine.

intuitively respond to

and desires,
whilst
'
offering
genuine
value.

bY

resort

hassle-free tropical beach holiday

the

